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Zion, Illinois 60099
Telephone 708 / 746-2084.

May 9, 1994

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

D?ar Sir:

The enclosed Licensee Event Report number 94-004-00. Docket No. 50-304/DPR-48 from
Zion Generating Station is being transmitted to you in accordance with the requirements of
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(b). which requires a 30 day written report when any operation or
condition occurs that is prohibited by the plant's Technical Specification.

Very truly yours,

f~ ) o/m 8Lbc,.D
(

E. A. Broccolo
Station Manager
Zion Generating Station

EAB/sks

Enclosure: Licensee Event Report

cc: NRC Region 111 Administrator
NRC Resident Inspector
INPO Record Center
CECO distribution List
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
form Rev 3.0 !

facility Name (1) . Docket Number (?) Page (3)
'

Zion Unit 2 0|5|0|Dj0|3|0|4 1|of|0|3
*

Title (4) Entry into Technical Specification 3.0.3 Twice within Two Hours Due to Problems with Two Auxillary
Feedwater System Motor Operated Valves.- i

1

Event Date (5) LER Number (6) Report Date (7) Other facilities involved (8)

Month Day Year Year /// Sequential /// Revision Month Day Year fac111ty Names Docket Number (s)
/// ///

/// Number /// Number

|||| ||IU"'

0| 4 0| .7 9| 4 9|4
-- 0|0j.4 -- 0|0 0| 5 9|4 9|4 |||||| |
THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF.10CFR

OPERATING
(Check one or more of the following) (11)

MODE (9) 3

_
20 402(b) __ 20.405(c) _

50.73(al(2)(iv) _ 73.71(b)-

POWER _._ 20.405(a)(1)(i) _.,_ 50 36(c)(1) _ 50.73(alf2)(v) _
73.71(c)

LEVEL _ 20.405(a)(1)(u ) _ 50.36(c)(2) _
50,73(a)(2)(vii) Other (Specify |

(10) 0 0 0
_ 20.405(a)(1)(iii) J_ 50.73(a)(2)(1) _ 50 73(a)(2)(vin)(A) in Abstract

,

////////////////////////// ~~ 20.405(a)(1)(19) ~~~ 50 73(a)(2)(ii) ~ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B) below and in
//////////////////////////
////////////////////////// 20.405(a)(1)(v) 50 73(c)(2)(111) 50.73(a)(2)(x) Text) ;
////////////////////////// -- - -

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)
_

TELEPHONE NUMBERName

AREA CODE

Bill Mammoser. 51te Support Engineering ext. 3937 7|0|8 7|4|f;|-|2|0|8|4

~ COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13)

"
CAU5E SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE /////// CAU5E SYSTEM COMPONENT MANU AC- REPORTABLE //////

/////// //////

TURER TO NPRDS /////// TURER TO NPRDS //////

/////// //////
X | | || | |

Y ///////
| || | ||| //////

' /////// //////
Y /////// | ||| ||| //////X

| ||| || |
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) Expected Menth Day Year

Submission
r

YES (If yes. complete ExFECTED SUBMISSION DATE) NO

ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces.1.e. approx 1mately fifteen single space typewritten lines) (16)

On 04/01/94. the 2A Auxiliary feedwater Pump (AFW)[BA) pump was declared inoperable after it tripped on overspeed. This placed
the Un1t 2 on a 7 day Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) per Technical Specificattor. 3.7.2.d. On 04/07/94. while testing the

' 28 AfW pump, 2MOV-fW0050 f ailed to close electrically. Since 2MOV-fWOO501s a containment isolation valve as defined by Technical - ,

Specification 3.9.3A, Unit 2 was placed on a 4 hour LCO clock requiring the valve be manually closed and deenergized. At 1541; - !

the va'Ive was manually closed, deenerg12ed and the LCO clock for containment isolation was tenninated. The cambination of the |

lnoperable 2A AfW pump and the inoperable ?MOV fW0050 placed Unit 2 in Technical Specification 3.7.2.e requiring the unit to be .in
hot shutdown within 20 hours and also Technical Specification 3.0.3 requiring the unit to be in cold shutdown in 48 hours. At'
1622 hours. 2MOV-FWD 053. "2C S/G isolation Valve for the 2C AfW pump system". could not be throttled open to indicate 115 120 gpm
per the requirements. It was reasoned that the problem was with the valve internals and the decision was made to take Unit 2.to
cold shutdown .

t

The cause of the failure of 2MOV FW0050 to close was attributed to component failure with sticky auxiliary contacts. The cause of
the 2MOV fWC053 valve f ailing to indicate 115 gpm flew rate was component f ailure with a square root extractor in the flow
indication. Corrective actions include revising a maintenance prccedure, reviewing the evert with the electricians, and replacing
the square root extractor,
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i LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION Form Rev 3.0
.

FAClllTY NAME (1) DOCrET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Page (3)

Year /// Sequential /// Revision
j /// /// }

/// Nuriber /// Number; ;
,

I
4

Zion Unit 2 0|5|0|0|0|3|0|4 9|4 0|0|4 - 0|0 0| 2 0F 0|3
J TEXT Energy Industry identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as [xX)

A. CONDf110N pp109 TO EVENT

MODE 3 Hot %utdown RX Power 0 t RCS [AB] Temperature / Pressure 547'F/ 22M pstg ,

!

a B MSrRIPTION Or EVFNT

On 04/01/94, the 2A Auoltary feedwater Pump (AFW; [5A] pump was declared inoperable after it tripped on overspeed. This |
plated the Unit 2 nn a 7 day Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) per Technical Specification 3.7.2,d.1

,

9

j On 04/07/94 Periodic Test (PT)-7B2 " Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps B and C System Tests (Split Header Ali nment)* was being
reperformed on the 2B and 2C AFW pumps to confirm questionable vibration data. At 1412. with the 2B A'W Pump running per
PT 782, an attempt to set the flowrote to the 2B steam generator (5/G)[5B] with 2MOV-FW0050. "2B S/G Isolation valve from
the 2A AFW pump system' failed. The feed flow could not be reduced to the r_qJired flowrate, Repeated attempts to cycle
the valve electrically indicated the valve would open incrementally upon demand, but would not close. This was confirmed '

by bcth light indication and flow verification. When the valve was full open as Indicated by both control board lights and
ficw. Operettng personnel Secured the pump. Since 2MOV FWD 050 is a containment 1 solation valve as defined by the Technical
Spec 1fication 3.9.3A. Unit 2 was placed on a 4 hour LCO clock requiring the valve to be manually closed and deenergized.

,
Operating personnel were sent to the vertical pipe chase to manually close the valve. During the process of closing the

1 valve, no abnormal resistance was noted. At 1541, the valve was manually closed. deenergized and the LCO clock for ,

containment isolation was terminated.,

;. With the FMOV-FWOO50 closed and deenergized. the 2B Steam Generator AFW header was declared inoperable. Due to the 2A
; turbine driven AFW pump being incoerable and the discharge flowpath of the 28 steam generator being inoperable. Unit 2 .

?i entered Technical Speci'1 cation 3.7.2 E. requiring the unit to be in hot shutdown (mode 4) within 20 hours and also
1 sechnical Specificat,on 3.0.3 requiring the unit to be in cold shutdown (mcde 5) within 48 hours.

At 1622 hours. PT-1B2 was started for the 2C AFW ptcp. 2MOV FWD 053. '2C S/G lsolation Valve for the 2C AFW pump". could
net be throttled open to indicate 115-120 gpm per the requ1rements stated in PT-7B2. With 2MOV FW0053 Indicating full open.,

the remaining he3 der MOV's (2MOV-FW0051, 55. 57) were sequentially thro +tled cicud to determine if flow would increase
.

1
through 2MOV-FW0053 Flow did increase through 2MOV FW0053 to approximately 125 gpm. With the valve indicating full open.

4 the 2C ATW pump was shut off. Because flow indication is cornon for both of the headers to each 5/G and flow indication
had been normal for the header while tne 28 AFW pump was running, problems'with flow indication were prematurely ruled out'

as the cause for the low flow condition The valve was stroked closed electrically to prove containment isolation
c apabi lity. After closing and reopening valve, the valve was retested at approximately 1830 and the required flowrate was
obtained Since flow indication had been previously eliminated as the cause the decision was made to go to cold shutdown
(CSD). remove the valve bonnet on 2MOV-FWOO53. ar.d inspect the valve and upstream piping for foreign matertal. No foreign
material was found. 2MOV FWOO53 was then reassembled and successfully re-tested for flow.

On 04/12/94 at 2330, 2A AFW pump was repaired prior to plant heatup. On 04/17/94 during the startup of Unit 2. a similar
ficw perturbation occurred on 2MOV-fWOD53 On this occasion, feedwater flow indicated low independent of the AFW pump that
was runn1rg. The common flow instrument loop was investigateu. Subsequent calibration of the instrumentation loop found

,
; an intermittently failing square root extractor.
1

C. MPApENT CAUSE OF EVFNT

; The cause of the failure of 2MOV-FWD 050 to close was component f ailure. Although the failure could not be repeated. It is
* be1ng attributed to a sticky auxiliary contact on the open cotl that prevented the closed circuit from being energized.

A contributing cause of 2MOV-FW0050 failing to state was procedural deficiency. Maintenance Procedure E015 1. "Mator'

Control Center Inspection and Repair'. allowed the electr.ctan to omit the step to lubricate the aux 111ary contact based on
inspection. When E016-1 was last performed (12/10/93) on 2MOV-FW0050, this step was not performed.

; A continuity check of the control circuit was performed with no probims found. The MCC was visually inspected with no
pr blems identified. A strip chart was hooked up and 2MOV Fw0050 was electrically stroked open and closed several times'

successfully. Based upon the above. It was concluded that the failure of 2MOV FWD 050 to electrically close during FT-7B2
was not due to an obstruction preventing closure of the valve but due to a f ailure of the control circuitry signal f ailing
to close the MOV.

*

The cause of the 2MOV-FWOO53 valve falling to achieve 115 gpm flew rate was component failure. The indicated deoraded flow a

to the 2C S/G was attributed to en intermitte t failure on the square root extractor for instrumentation loop 2f t-FWC4
'AFW discharge flow to EC 5/G"

j
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,- LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (t.ER) TEXT CONTINUATION form Rev.3.0

FACitlTY N M (1)- DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Page (3)

*
Year /// Sequential /// Revision

/// /// i

/// NJmber /// Number

i

Zion Unit 2 0|5|0|0|0|3|0|4 9|4 0|0|4 - 0|0 0{ 3
0F 0|3

IEXT Energy Industry identification System (Ell 5) codes are icentified in the text as [xx) f
,

!

D. SAF{TY ANAtVSIs OF EVENT :i

The design basis of the AfW System requires that flow to each steam generator at 1085 psig be greater than 77 gpm. During ,

the 2MOV-FWD 050 event. flow to the af fected 2B S/G was greater than 77 gpm while being supplied from the other 28 S/G AFW >

header Since the containment ' solation function of 2MOV-FWD 050 could not be met electrically it was manually closed and
deenergized within 4 hours as reau1 red by Tech 5pec 3.9.3A. |
During the 2MOV FW0053 event. the flow to the 2C S/G was ahays greater than the design basis requirements. The AfW System
was capable of fulfilling the system requirements

The safety significance of this event was minimal and the health and Safety of the public were not affected.

E. CnPREr|TIVE ACT!DNS

1. A continuity check was performed on the control circuit of 2MOV-FWOO50. The Matcr Control Center (MCC) was
visually inspected and cleaned The limit switch compartment was vist;311y nspected. and a continuity check was - !

performed on the control room handswitch No problems were identified. |

2. T0l6-1 w111 be changed to require the dux111ary contacts to bf. Cleaned and lubricated every time the procedure is 4

perfermed per the Preventive Maintenance (PM) schedule. (304-180 94-00401)

3. This event will be reviewed with the Electrical Maintenance Department to heighten their e.areness on the ,

importance of PM activities on MCC breaker inspection / maintenance (304-180-94 00402)

4 The square root extracter card for 2MOV.fW0053 was replaced on the 2fi-FWD 4 instrument loop. !

!

!
!

F. PREVIOUS EVFNTS

A review of the NPRDS database indicates that Zion Station's failure rate for square roct extractors is typical of the
industry.

Zion Station nas a history of problems with sticky eu(111ary contacts The corrective actions from these previous events
could have possibly prevented the 2MOV-FWD 050 event if they had been performed
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